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Washington Rally Gaining
Support, Thousands Expected
A patriotic program featuring the
Liberty Baptist College "I Love
America" team, Dr. Jerry Falwell of the
nationally-televised Old-Time Gospel
Hour, thousands of Christian school
students, teachers and leaders and
numerous government leaders will be
held from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. Friday,
April 27, on the steps of the nation's
Capitol Building in Washington, D.C.
The program is to be televised for
the national audience of the Old-Time
Gospel Hour and features the renowned
patriotic program which
toured the United States during the
Bicentennial Celebration in 1976.
Dr. Falwell has scheduled the rally
in Washington to call attention for a
"moral majority" to speak up and out
for the positive things of the United
States.

Dr. Rekhess addresses LBC students in new gymnasium.

MIDDLE EASTERN SEMINAR

Dr. Eli Rekhess Calls
Treaty Irreversible,
Cites Difficulties
By HARRY COVERT
loenal-Ckaapioi, Mu»i>i Edkor

A leading Middle East expert told
Liberty Baptist College students that
the Israeli-Egyptian peace treaty signed
in Washington, D.C., "is an historic
moment that is irreversible."
Dr. Elie Rekhess, a native-born
Israeli, said Israelis "are a pessimistic
people about peace" but Israel applauds and wants peace in the Middle
East.
Dr. Rekhess participated in a oneday seminar on the LBC campus as a
guest of Dr. A. Pierre Guillermin,
president of LBC. Rekhess is director of
the University of Tel Aviv's Shiloah
Center for Middle Eastern and African
Studies. Dr. Guillermin is a member of
the board of the study group.
•
During the April 5 seminar, many
members of the Lynchburg, Va., Jewish
community participated, including
Rabbi and Mrs. Morris Shapiro and
leades of his Agudath Sholom
Synagogue, Mr. and Mrs. Bertram
Schewel and Mr. and Mrs. David Mars.
Miss Nitzi Drori, executive director
of the U.S. Friends of Tel Aviv
University, also participated in the LBC
campus program.
Dr. Rekhess is an expert on the
Middle East and has been a professor at
Tel Aviv University since 1970. He is a
writer, commentator and public lecturer.
While he praised the peace treaty
which was signed in Washington, D.C.
between President Sadat of Egypt and
Prime Minister Begin of Israel, Dr.
Rekhess noted there are still great
problems in the Middle East between
Arabs and Jews. One extremely "hot"
problem is the matter involving the
Palestinians.

The question, he said, is who are the
Palestinians. There is a united front in
Gaza which rejects the peace treaty
and the basis for the treaty doesn't
provide for self-determination in the
question of Jerusalem.
"On the surface, there is open
support for the PLO" Rekhess said.
"This sees the PLO as representing all
Palestinians, yet, we must bear in mind
its not that simple because of the
various layers in the political and social
structures of the Arabs."
He said that the nation of Jordan has
some strong holds on the West Bank
and are paying salaries to loyalists of
King Hussein. "All of the West Bank
citizens are Jordanians by passport and Dr. Rekhess meets with Lynchburg
the law is Jordanian occupied by the Rabbi and Mrs. Morris Shapiro.
Israelis."
importance of the events to LBC
students.
Dr. Rekhess said there are too many
"Christians have long been supfactions of the Arabs against President porters of Israel," Dr. Guillermin said.
Sadat that the peace with Israel is "We believe Israel is vital in our
shaky. "There's a growing learning structure. Our students must
radicalization and militancy on the part be alerted to the political, social and
of Arabs and there are four main points economic situation in the Middle East
of problems — security, economics, because as Christians we believe this
area is critical in the completion of
immigration and education.
God's plan."
That the Middle East continues to
be a boiling pot is without question, the
Tel Aviv University professor said.

Since he participated in the first
meeting, the Shiloah Center's first
meeting in January, Dr. Guillermin has
While the pressing problem appears been speaking to various civic and
to be the establishment of a Palestinian religious organizations concerning bis
Arab state, this is not the answer to a findings.
longlasting peace, Dr. Rekhess said.
The area is too small and not
Dr. Guillermin reiterated that
economically viable, he said.
Christian America supports Israel and
Dr. Guillermin scheduled the that "we must be concerned about the
Middle East seminar because of the events in the Middle East."

CBS To Delay Telecasting Program With Incest Theme
TUPELO, MISS. — The National
Federation for Decency says it has
succeeded in its effort to get CBS-TV to
remove incest as a theme in the network's movie version of the book,
"Flesh and Blood."
The NFD said it has learned that
CBS has postponed the movie until the
fourth quarter of this year and that
incest is being pulled from the plot.
Donald E. Wildmon, executive
director of the NFD, says the
organization has cancelled plans to
demonstrate in front of CBS outlets
across the nation on May 1 because the

incest part is being withdrawn.
The NFD said it was not calling off
the request for citizens to boycott the
network during the May rating period,
however.
"We are still urging people not to
watch CBS during the entire month of
May and to record their action in their
viewing diary," Wildmon said. "If for
no other reason we will continue the
boycott because CBS aired the movie,
"Coach," during March..
"Coach" was a film about a woman
coach of a male high school basketball
team who had sex with members of the

team. We feel safe in saying that CBS
will stoop to show anything, including
ever X-rated films, if it will help their
ratings and make money for them."
Wildmon said the effort, which has
support from several other groups
across the country, showed that the
concerned public could still have an
impact when they work together. "The
public still has a voice in television
programming and when the networks
learn that low quality programming will
cost them money they will respond," he
said.

Already committed to attend the
two-hour rally on the historic Capitol
Building are some 7,000 students from
Christian schools within a 300-mile
radius of Washington, D.C.
"We have been absolutely elated
and thankful to God for the encouragement and response to this rally," Dr.
Falwell said. "We know the response is
an answer to our many prayers that
America is a great nation and stands for
great things. And, it isn't wrong for
Americans to be proud of America."
The rally, too, is to show the nation
and the world that Christians believe in
the basic tenets of Americanism —
God, country and the family, Dr.
Falwell said.
In addition to the 7,000 students
already planning to attend, the entire
Liberty Baptist College and Schools
family — some 3,500 students,
teachers, faculty and staff — are
scheduled to attend.
Following the program, the visitors
will take tours of the historic
Washington government buildings and
monuments.
"We have received the support for
this rally from all quarters," Dr. Falwell
said. "Numerous churches other than
Baptists are planning to participate,
too."
Many congressmen and senators
will join Dr. Falwell on the steps of the
Capitol.
"We're standing up for America,"

Dr. Falwell continued. "I am proud to
be an American and I want us to stand
up for Christian ethics, for wholesome
families, for wholesome textbooks in
our schools, for wholesome principles
to live by. Christians ought to take the
lead and set the standards of excellence
in our nation and our world."

Approximately 3,000 students from
Liberty Baptist Schools (grade 7
through seminary) will attend the rally.
They rented 32 Greyhound buses and
will be using 20 of their own buses to
make the trip.
The delegates are asked to arrive at
11 a.m. when the musical program
begins. It will end promptly at 1 p.m.
Each Christian school is responsible
The organizers for the rally have arto
plan
its time of touring Washington
ranged for school bus parking at the
after
the
rally is over. Many schools
D.C. Armory, approximately 19 blocks
from the rally site. There will be a small plan to visit the office of their Concharge for parking. Those who are gressman or Senator. Also, they are
coming by bus should contact Dr. planning to visit the national tourist atElmer Towns (804-528-4118) for a tractions.
packet of instructions.
The Christian schools are responThere will be emergency medical ding to the rally because Dr. Falwell
assistance available along with a central has promised to speak out against IRS
control office to help coordinate the ac- intervention with their religious
tivities of the rally.
freedom.

SPECIAL MAY TELECASTS

Old-Time Gospel Hour
Program Topics
May 6 — Dr. Falwell
preaches on Abortion

May 20 — The Textbooks
in U.S. Schools

May 13 — Sex, Violence
and Television

May
27
— The
Washington, D.C. Rally at
the Nation's Capitol

TAXATION HEARING APRIL 27
The U.S. Senate Subcommittee on
Taxation and Debt Management is
holding a hearing concerning the taxexempt status of private schools on
April27.
"•
Since nothing is "luck" in the life of
a Christian, it is not coincidental that
this investigation comes on the day that
the "I Love America" Rally is protesting IRS intrusion into Christian
school freedom.

Rev. L. Samuel Martz, pastor of
Grace Memorial Church, Colmar
Manor, Md., will testify before the
committee, then make his way to the
rally on the Capitol steps.
Dr. Jerry Falwell has indicated he
will speak out against the IRS in his
message. The Congressmen and
Senators who will stand with Dr.
Falwell support the religious freedom
of Christian schools.

Nativity To Be Allowed Behind White House
By CAL THOMAS
Internetion j l Media Service

In the battle between Christian
groups and the courts, the score is often
similar to the confrontations between
the Christians and lions, with the courts
representing the lions. But, the Christian Service Corps has won what may
turn out to be a landmark case over the
issue of whether a nativity pageant on
government property violates the
separation of church and state provisions of the Constitution.
A federal court in Washington,
D.C, ruled recently that the constitution is not violated by the Christian Service Corps' plans to display a live nativity scene on the Ellipse, a large grassy
area directly behind the White House
where the National Christmas Tree and
annual Pageant of Peace draw
thousands of tourists and national attention each year.
The National Park Service, which
controls use of the area, had allowed
the Christian Service Corps to hold the
nativity pageant on the Washington
Monument grounds across the street
but Corps president Robert Myers said
the Monument Grounds were too cold
and windy and that the out of the way
location did not attract as many visitors
as the more popular Ellipse would attract.
In his ruling, U.S. District Court
Chief Judge William B. Bryant agreed
with CSC attorney, Jerry A. Moore HI,
that "the burden is on the government
to show some compelling reason for

their restriction." Moore contended
Myers said he is busy raising the
that to forbid the Corps from using the $16,000 that is needed to provide the
Ellipse denied a First Amendment right live animals and raw materials for the
to free speech on public grounds.
nativity pageant.
The case is important because many
The National Park Service will now local jurisdictions have barred such
treat requests for use of the Ellipse on a displays from public properties contenfirst come, first served basis. Since the ding they violate the First Amendment.
CSC was first to apply for the space, a With the federal court decision involvPark Service spokesman says there is ing the Christian Service Corps, that
little doubt they will be granted their could change if groups go to court and
request.
cite the federal case.

Businessman Donates
300,000 Square Foot Building
A 300,000 square foot industrial and
office building located in the heart of
Lynchburg was given recently to the
Old-Time Gospel Hour.
W.H. Burruss Jr., a Lynchburg,
Va., businessman, informed Dr. Jerry
Falwell by telephone that "God has led
me" to donate the property located on
the Route 29 expressway.
The building is . equi-distant to
Liberty Mountain, Thomas Road
Baptist Church, the downtown LBC
campus and Treasure Island.
Dr. Falwell, in announcing the gift,
said:
"This industrial and office complex
will be very valuable to the total
ministry in the years to come. We will
immediately move our shipping and
warehouse departments into this
facility. Eventually, it is quite likely

that the facility will house the majority
of our offices for the entire ministry.
We may also develop a vocational
school at this site."
The building is located on 27 acres
almost in the middle of Lynchburg and
was most recently occupied by the
General Electric Co. of Lynchburg.
Prior to that it was a textile plant.
Burruss is a dynamic Christain and
has been a longtime friend of Dr.
Falwell and Thomas Road Baptist
Church. His wife, Sharon, is a former
teacher at Lynchburg Christian
Academy. He is the father of three
children and is an active servant of the
Lord.
Renovation of the plant has already
begun and Dr. Falwell said the shipping
department will be moving within the
next 60 days.

Britain's Blasphemy Law Still In Effect, Survives Battle

By FORREST J. BOYD

House of Lords. An organization was
formed called the Committee Against
Britain's blasphemy law still stands, Blasphemy, which actually is against
despite strong and concerted efforts to the blasphemy law. The committee is
abolish it. It has been on the books made up of some rather influential
since 1697, but no one has paid much people. It not only has campaigned in
attention to it in modern times until Britain to abolish the blasphemy law,
1977, when Mary Whitehouse, a but took its case to the European
crusader against obscenity and against Human Rights Commission.
sex on television, pressed a case against
Earlier, a member of the House of
a London editor. Denis Lemon had Lords introduced a bill that would take
published a poem in his bi-weekly "Gay the law off the books and the discussion
News," — a poem that was said to be among the Lords was fascinating. Lord
blasphemous, because it concerned the Willis argued that the blasphemy law is
homosexual love for Christ of the unnecessary, unfair, illogical and that
Roman Centurion who trust his spear God does not need protection. He also
into Christ's side at the crucifixion.
made the point that it applies only to
Lemon was tried and found guilty, Christianity.
which drew protests from free speech
One of the best arguments for the
advocates and members of the British law was made by the Lord Bishop of
ialeraalluiMl Media Senile

Durham, who explained first that he
didn't believe God needed protection
from blasphemy, but he said the effect
of blasphemous acts is a gradual undermining of the sense that some things
are sacred.
"If reverence is to survive," he
declared, "it requires a currency — an
imagery, a language — which is not
allowed to become debased. And it is
against the gratuitous and irresponsible
debasing of the currency of reverence
that it seems to me that a law of
blasphemy ought to be aimed."
Both sides of the argument said
there is a difference between sin and
crime. Several definitions of blasphemy
were suggested. Coleridge was quoted
as saying blasphemy is that which is
calculated to outrage the feelings and

deepest religious convictions of the
great majority of the persons among
whom we live. The Lord Bishop of
Norwich defined it as "scoffingly or
irreverently ridiculing and impugning
the doctrines of the Christian faith or
gravely reproaching and villifying Jesus
Christ."
The bill offered by Lord Willis was
defeated and the blasphemy law is still
on the books.
In more recent debate, Lord
Scarman, one of the law lords, argued
that the blasphemy law should not only
be retained, but extended to cover
other religious followed in modern
Britain instead of only Christianity. He
said Moslems have asked for it to cover
Islam and Jews for Judaism.
Members of the Committee Against

Blasphemy don't argue that the poem
published in the "Gay News" was not
blasphemous. They argue that there
shouldn't be any blasphemy law at all,
which means that a person should be
allowed to say anything about any
religion. The idea seems to be that a
blasphemy law is old-fashioned and no
longer relevant to modern society,
because this is the age in which
everybody says everything he wants to,
no matter how offensive, how
shocking, or how irreverent. But there's
more to it than that, of course.
It is especially interesting that the
blasphemous poem concerned an
attitude toward Christ, because Christ
Himself was charged with the very
same thing. Because of His claims,
Jewish religious leaders declared Him

guilty of blasphemy against their
religion.
And that illustrates one of the
problems of a blasphemy law. . .one
man's religious belief may be
blasphemy in another man's view.
It would seem that no one should
deliberately make a blasphemous
statement about any religion. But
whether or not you can have a
workable law against it is the question.
When there are conflicting claims,
merely stating one's belief could be
considered blasphemy. What the
British law assumes is that Christianity
is the only true religion. That can be
assumed in Britain, because that
country does not have the separation of
church and state situation that our
constitution provides.
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Churches Make Me Happy

editorial
APRIL 20,1979

No Condensing The Bible
Mr. Herbert Lieberman
Reader's Digest Association
PleasantvUle, NY 10570
Dear Mr. Lieberman:
Since you are the executive editor
of the Condensed Books Project, I felt
it would be proper to write to you
regarding a very important matter.
On behalf of several million Christians across America, I appeal to you to
abort your publicly announced effort to
condense the Bible.
I am quite sure that you are approaching this work with great care. I
am well aware that Reader's Digest is
very professional and reputable in the
task of condensing books. Our family
has enjoyed the Reader's Digest for
many years. In my opinion, it is probably the outstanding secular magazine
in existence today. Your circulation
would certainly indicate the quality of
work you have done.
However, it is my educated opinion
that you are making a serious mistake
in your effort to condense the Bible.
Although, I am sure you will make a
public statement to the effect that you
are not rewriting the Bible, Reader's
Digest is still accepting the responsibility of deciding what parts of the Bible
are important and what parts are not
important in this effort. I am sure you
are not attempting to replace the full
standard Bible text by your effort to
condense the Word of God. But many
will view it as such.
To condense the Bible, someone
will most certainly be making the decision as to which portions of the Scripture can and cannot be changed,
removed or otherwise affected. I have
read that you have obtained the services of Professor Bruce Metzger of
Princeton Theological Seminary. I am
well aware of his involvement with the
committee that produced the Revised
Standard Version of the Bible.
However, a majority of Bible believing
Christians in America — a Gallup poll
two years ago indicated that there are

50 million such persons — would take
great exception to the theological
quality of the Revised Standard Version
of the Bible. For instance, in our Baptist movement, the Revised Standard
Version is not recognized. In our particular church, I do not know of one
member of our congregation who uses
this version, because we consider it to
be very unreliable and unfaithful to the
original text.
Further, although Dr. Metzger is a
very able scholar, his approach and
conviction regarding the divine inspiration and absolute infallibility of Scripture is suspect. As a matter of fact, if
you would ask him, he would be very
cautious regarding the question, "Do
you believe the Bible is the divinely inspired and absolutely infallible Word of
God?" Therefore, I find it impossible to
accept Prof. Metzger or the men that
he would obviously appoint to assist
him, as being capable of interpreting or
condensing the Word of God in any
way.
I also have heard that the National
Council of the Churches of Christ have
concurred with this effort. Of all
organizations whose concurrence you
would seek, this should be the last one.
Reader's Digest has a reputation for being a conservative organization that
represents middle America. The National Council of Churches is a leftleaning organization that has identified
itself with liberal religion and politics.
The National Council of Churches has
of late assisted the World Council of
Churches in funding guerillas in
Rhodesia who recently shot down a
plane with 59 civilians on board.
Because of this, and other atrocities by
the guerillas, the Salvation Army
withdrew from the World Council of
Churches. The endorsement of the National Council of Churches of Christ is
not valid excuse for entering such a
project. As a matter of fact, an endorsement from the National Council of
Churches will embarrass Reader's
Digest and even hurt its circulation.

Finally — and more important than
all else I have mentioned — you are
violating Scripture by attempting this
endeavor. God warns through the
Apostle John, "For I testify unto every
man that heareth the words of the prophecy of this book, if any man shall add
unto these things, God shall add unto
him the plagues that are written in this
book, and if any man shall take away
from the words of the book of this prophecy, God shall take away his part out
of the book of life, and out of the holy
city, and from the things which are
written in this book" (Revelation
22:18-19).
Therefore, Reader's Digest has
made a bad judgment in violating Scripture and identifying with an organization whose goals are not consistent with
the magazine.
But I assure you, Mr. Lieberman,
that Christians in general and pastors in
particular will be greatly incensed if the
project continues. It will be my duty
before God to do everything I can to
publicly discredit this effort in the eyes
of millions of Christians across
America.
It is my intention to say little until I
have heard from you. I am not in any
way attempting to control or muzzle an
alternate view. I just believe Reader's
Digest has lost touch with the average
American and with the church. My letter to you is to fulfill my responsibility
as a servant of God to warn you of a
serious mistake you are considering.

Further, I believe it will be the
obligation of every preacher of the
It is obvious that the existing
Gospel throughout the land to publicly
expose and vehemently attack this pro- theology is dead along with the super
structures that it has built. The existing
ject, if in fact it is carried through.
American theology began its downward
I would appreciate your reply.
Sincerely yours,
Jerry Falwell

WRITES 'READER'S DIGEST
Mr. Jerry Falwell
Old-Time Gospel Hour
Lynchburg, Virginia 24514

Digest the need to make Holy Scripture
not only more available, but more
widely read. It is a well-known axiom,
even within the field of religious
Dear Mr. Falwell:
publishing, that the Bible is the best
Thank you for your thoughtful letter selling, least read book in the world.
of March 23. You are quiterightwhen Many people would like to read the Biyou state that the Reader's Digest is not ble more often, but are frequently
rewriting the Bible. However, it is not frustrated by such stylistic elements as
true that the Digest 'is . . . accepting repetition, vocabulary, archaisms,
the responsibility of deciding what literary-historical allusions, etc.
parts of the Bible are important and Understandably, they would also like to
what parts are not important in this ef- see their children read the Bible more
fort." Responsibility for these all- but, once again, the style is often a
crucial decisions lies with the Bible great stumbling block to young readers.
scholars we have chosen with the utAs you say, it is not our intention to
most care and consideration.
replace the "full standard Bible" with
No one feels more keenly than the our condensed version. We hope mere-

ly to make a Bible that will invite more
people, young and old alike, to the joy
of discovering the Bible. Hopefully, our
Bible may serve as a springboard for
reading of the full text.
Seriously now, wouldn't you prefer
to see 95 per cent of the people reading
60 per cent of the Bible than have only
10 per cent reading 100 per cent?
We ask for your patience in waiting
to see the results of our efforts before
you render a final judgment.

Sincerely,
Herbert Lieberman

Our Suggestion
Mr. Lieberman has made some
basic mistakes in answering Jerry
Falwell. First, he ignored Dr. Falwell's
criticism of using Dr. Bruce Metzger, a
scholar who is known for his liberal
theology. If Dr. Metzger is true to his
liberalism, he will probably condense
the "Reader's Digest Version of the Bible" to omit some miracles, the virgin
birth and other supernatural occurrences. A liberal theologian will not
produce a conservative product. As a
wise farmer noted, "What is in the well
comes up in the bucket." Whatever
Reader's Digest produces will have the
taint of a liberal basis, hence will not be
accepted by objective scholars.
Second, Mr. Lieberman notes they
are doing the project because of
readers' frustration with repetition,
vocabulary, archaisms, and literaryhistorical allusions. At this point, they
do not solve frustration but create anxiety. Metzger helped to produce the
Revised Standard Version that left out
words such as blood and changed the
.

I

word virgin to read young woman.
In the third place, Lieberman ignored the warning of Dr. Falwell
against taking away from the content of
Scripture (Rev. 22:18-19). Apparently
Lieberman has no commitment to the
Bible and is only using the Word of God
for the purpose of Reader's Digest.
In the fourth place, Lieberman offers a pragmatic formula to approach
the Bible. He states, "Wouldn't you
prefer to see 95 per cent of the people
reading 60 per cent of the Bible than
have 10 per cent reading 100 per cent?"
We ask, "Isn't it audacious to call
your endeavor the Bible?"
Lieberman knows we want
everyone to read the Bible, so he thinks
he has won the battle. But it's not
"dated" words or a "long" text that
keeps people from reading the Bible.
People do not read the Bible for the
same reason that a burglar does not
look for a policeman. The Bible condemns men of their sin and selfseeking. Jesus noted, "Men love

I
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Recently I visited a great old church
that used to preach the gospel. The
guide told me that hundreds came
down the aisle seeking salvation. Now
the church was empty and only a handful attended its services.
Our cities are filled with empty
churches that were once the symbol of
life. Now they are dead. Within are
buried the spirits of many warmhearted
congregations that were born in revival
fires only to die ignominious deaths.
I drove down the streets of that city
and my host called the street, "Church
Row." I did not count the number of
massive sanctuaries, but they bore
names such as Lutheran, Congregational, Presbyterian, Methodist, Baptist
and Episcopal. Within a few blocks
there were two different church
buildings belonging to the same
denomination, but obviously both were
dead.
A few miles away was a young man
who was attempting to build a church.
He is going about doing the will of God.
He is reaching lost people, pouring his
life into establishing testimony for God.
He spends endless hours raising money
to construct a building. I asked this
young man why he didn't try to take
over one of these large brick sanctuaries, probably without debt and sufficient seating for the vision he had.
'It is easier to give birth than to
raise the dead," was his reply. Many
young men are following the same example. They are going out to plant new
churches. These young men are turning
their backs on the sanctuaries already
built. They do not want to pastor existing congregations. They want to lay a
new foundation and start a new church.
Their congregations meet in fire halls,
schools, lodge halls, and labor unions.
Their members sacrifice to raise funds
to raise new buildings. Why? The
answer is simple. They have repudiated
the established religious systems — not
because they are rebels at heart, but
because the religious system has
repudiated the fundamentals of the
faith.

darkness rather than light because their
deeds are evil" (John 3:19).
Men do not read the Bible because
the message is "discerned" (I Cor.
2:14). Those who know the author
understand the Bible (II Cor. 4:3,4).
We would like to see 95 per cent of
the people reading the Bible, because
that means there would be more converts and righteosness would have a
broader influence. But a Reader's
Digest Condensation is not the answer.
Reader's Digest has always
represented conservative America. The
fact that the magazine has one of the
world's largest circulations shows that it
reflects middle America. It is sad to see
it become aligned with the liberal left.
When it identifies with the lunatic fringe it will lose its credibility. But when
it violates the Word of God, the blessing of God will be removed from the
magazine.

LETTER

love. The positive answers were
challenging: "We wanted to obey God"
. . . "We wanted to reach a community"
. . . "It was God's will to start here."

spiral by declaring that the earth
emerged by accident and that life progressed through evolution, that the Bible has scientific and geographical inconsistencies, that faith was an existential leap into the darkness, and, finally,
has reached bottom by announcing,
"God is dead." This seemed the pivot
that forced many out of decaying churches.

We here at Liberty Baptist College
are a part of a new movement. Many of
our young men have gone out and
started churches. We are not sure how
many graduates and former students
have planted new churches but our best
guess is about 200 have tried. We do
not know exactly because some do not
graduate but still have got their vision
from Lynchburg. (The alumni director
keeps up with the graduates but those
who do not finish LBC tend to drop us
from the mail forwarding endeavors.)

When people in new churches are
asked, "Why did you leave your comfortable pew?" several answers are
received. Negative answers ranged
from hypocrisy, compromise, dead
forms and church sins to no
evangelism, no Bible preaching and no

The doctrine of church planting is
built on the remnant theory, i.e., that
God always has a small group of people
who are true to Him when religious
structure deteriorates. In the Old
Testament, Israel often lusted after
idols. When Elijah reminded God that
he was the only true believer left, God
reminded him there were 7,000 who
had not bowed the knee to Baal. The
doctrine of leaven also reminds us that
God begins growth with a small number
of people to build a powerful movement. God's leaven is being sprinkled
by the emergence.of new churches.
America needs new churches with a
"church planting" theology that is
grounded on the Bible. The basic cause
for the moral decay of the U.S. is
liberal churches. They have not stood
for historical authority, justice and a
reverence of purity. Theological
liberalism stands for a changing of the
standards of truth, abortion-ondemand, permissiveness in television
and opposition to the death penalty.
Some advocate that Bible-believing
preachers should capture the pulpits of
mainline denominations and revive the
churches. But that has been tried and it
has not worked. God's plan is to plant
the seed, and then the blade and finally
the full-grown plant will bloom.
When a young man goes to a dead
church, it takes longer to get people
spiritually revived than it would to
build a greater testimony with the same
energy invested in a new church.
Starting new churches is the genius
of Christianity. When new communities
are constructed, a new church is
necessary to reach the inhabitants.
When old churches become hardened,
God must raise up an infant congregation to take its place. Even nature
teaches us that a baby begins to die the
moment it is born. When the child
becomes a senior citizen, there is no
reversal of the growth cycle. He dies
and a new baby is born. God is raising
up new churches in America. "The
Lord giveth and the Lord taketh away:
blessed be the name of the Lord."

JIM MOON

'Heritage of the Lord'
i In Matthew 19:14 Jesus said, "Suffer
little children, and forbid them not to
come unto me: for of such is the
kingdom of heaven." The Psalmist said
in Psalm 127:3, "Lo, children are an
heritage of the Lord." How precious in
the sight of God are little children.
The other day while visiting the
maternity ward of the hospital
something caught my eye as I walked
by the nursery. There was a beautiful
little girl lying there with bright eyes —
wide open — and she seemed to be
looking straight at me. I stopped and
stood there admiring the beauty of that
little girl. She had dark hair, dark eyes,
and looked like a perfectly healthy
baby. Every day there are lots of babies

responsible for taking a life. Others
worry about what will happen when
they do want a baby; whether they will
be capable of actually having a baby.
Certainly the young girl who chose
an abortion is responsible, but what
about the doctors, nurses, hospitals,
and clinics that perform the actual
abortion. Recently, another pastor
contacted me and related the sad story
of an aboriton clinic which is planned
to open in his hometown and serve
much of the East Coast. The doctors
who plan to open this clinic feel that,
since between them they have performed over 40,000 abortions, they are
qualified to operate an abortion clinic.
Think of it: 40,000 murders and the
lives of all those aborted babies on the
doctors' conscience.
Christians in that town are openly
opposing the clinic. Isn't this what we
as Christians should do? If we stand still
of his wife telling him to do the taxes and do nothing evil will prevail. It is
every weekend since the Super Bowl; in time for us to take our stand against
spite of finding one more receipt and wrong and do all we can to curb this
having to run all those figures again, unnecessary murder of unborn babies.
and in spite of the friendly neighbor
In James 4:17 we read, "Therefore
who has become the expert tax advisor to him that knoweth to do good, and
by virtue of having read the instructions doeth it not to him it is sin." If we do
first.
not stand for what is right and against
However, could there be among all that which is wrong we are sinning
those faces one who has not heeded the against God. Abortion is wrong and
fact the to God has established the ruler every Christian should stand against it.
for this purpose: "But if thou do that
In the time we are living when
which is evil, be afraid, for he bearetti people have come to accept immorality
not the sword in vain." Certainly, he we need something to shake us from
would not think that the Internal our apathy.
Revenue Service would have a duty
Let's begin praying for God to help
under God's authority to punish his every one of us to do all we can to help
negligence.
correct a wrong which is a blight on our
Perish the thought.
society.
born, just like that little girl.
As I turned and walked away I
could not help thinking of all the babies
who would never have the chance this
little girl had because their mothers had
chosen to have an abortion. Abortion is
not a pretty process. It is not necessary
to go into detail and describe the
process but the result is always the
same — murder.
As a pastor I have counselled young
girls who were considering an abortion
and some who had already had an
abortion. The anguish that accompanies an abortion is almost unbelievable. Young girls have talked of
sleepless nights and the constant
thought of knowing they had been

Rendering to Caesar
By CHARLES R. CADE
J o u r m l l tmmplun Stall Writer

There is one night each year when
the local post office suffers from
crowds usually seen at the local
supermarket.
Even in a brief wait, you will be sure
to see many of your friends. But you
may have to look closely at the faces
because they're all strained. Probably
pained is also correct. It's due to the
fact that they've been hit in the most
sensitive part of their anatomy — the
hip pocket, right in the wallet. It's tax
time!
Of course, none of those pained
expressions belong to our Christian
friends because we know well that our
Lord has instructed us to give gladly
that which we owe our government.
Certainly none of us Christians
would forget that God ordained our
government to protect us as the
ministers of God to us for good. Never
would we resist the ordinance of God.
Never would we fail to render all these
dues, every last penny. We would not
fail to pay tribute to whom tribute is
due. Of course not. We know that
Romans 13 teaches us to honor
authority.

Dear Dr. Falwell:
Just want to write a brief note to say
how much I appreciate you as a man of
God who has a burden to reach this
world. Your example has been a
blessing to my life and ministry!
I thank God for a church such as
Thomas Road that cared for my soul
and told me about Jesus and I was
saved, for transfering your burden to
Who does not have the sour look?
my heart for souls, training me and so Who does not come along with shot
nerves? Who would not pay all his
much more that words cannot express.
We at Calvary would love for you to taxes? Who would not murmur about
come back to be with us. I know you such a rotten deal?
have thousands of invitations. Dr.
Falwell, we love you in the Lord and
The man who owes no man anything
are praying God will give you strength.
Let us reach this world together. but love, that is who. The man who
Hope to see you in Washington in walks honestly, in spite of the hassles of
confusing forms; in spite of receipts
April.
Thank you for adding the T.V. mixed like scrambled eggs; in spite of
station in Washington. I am telling the calculator with weak batteries; in
everyone that I watch it and pray God spite of having waited until the pressure
of the last minute is overwhelming; in
would help you to keep it on.
Don Reynolds, Pastor spite of the fact that he didn't even vote
for those guys; in spite of the stamp
Calvary Baptist Church machine being out of order; and in spite
Denton, Maryland
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13 College, Seminary Professors Attend
ACE Workshops As Schools Grow
Professors from Liberty Baptist College and Liberty Baptist Seminary have
been attending the Accelerated Christian Education Pastor's and Administrator's Workshops in Lewisville
(near Dallas), Texas. Workshops are
held weekly, Monday through Friday,
and a complete tour of the facilities including their model school is offered.
Accelerated Christian Education
(ACE) provides a complete program of
Christian Education curriculum for
kindergarten through junior college,
with the college area being offered for

GRADUATION

COLLEGE FOR A WEEKEND — Liberty Baptist College President Dr. A.
Pierre Gulllermln (right) gets successful report of LBC's third College for a
Weekend In which 505 prospective students, from Maine to Florida and
Washington state to Canada, were visiting recently. For the three such
weekends held this school year, LBC had a record number of 1,000 visiting high
school seniors. At left Is coordinator Gary Avila. Students (left to right) are
Tina Metclaf and Debby Coy.

On May 13 at 3 p.m. Liberty
Mountain will be the setting for the 1979
Commencement Exercises for approximately 332 Liberty Baptist College,
Liberty Baptist Seminary, Liberty Bible
Institute and Liberty Home Bible Institute graduates. Charles Hughes will be
commencement speaker.

Priest Who Had Faith In People Turns Out To Be
HARTFORD, Conn. (EP) — The was intended to generate funds for a
Catholic priest here who loaned massive evangelization program started
$20,000 to 50 people last year, with the by Father Nadolny's offices. He said the
understanding they would "multiply" entire 1979 budget for the offices of
the money for Christ, said the project evangelization and TV-radio is $15,000
turned out to be a "phenomenal flop."
and $400,000 was required to carry out
"I lost $18,000. Only five people the program.
returned the money, the rest never
returned it," said Father Edmund J.
He took out a personal loan for the
Nadolny, director of the Offices of
Radio and Television and Evangeliza- "sharing God's talent" loan project,
which he promoted over the radio. He
tion for the Hartford archdiocese.
said "40 per cent of the people who
received loans gave the wrong names,
The loan project was designed to wrong phones, wrong addresses and
| test the parable of the use of talents and can't be contacted. And 50 per cent

OVERVIEW FROM THE CAPITAL /
BY FOREST I. BOYD
International Media Service

WASHINGTON, D.C.
Doctors and relatives for many
years have faced a moral dilemna:
whether to tell patients they have
cancer. The reason being that cancer
has been considered a fatal disease
and it was thought a patient's
remaining life would be less happy if
he or she knew time was limited.
Anotherjtfas of stating the logic was
that "ignorance is bliss."
A new survey, however, show
that the attitude of doctors on this
subject has changed dramatically.
According to a report in the Journal
of
the
American
Medical
Association, a study conducted at
the University of Rochester Medical
Center found that doctors no longer
keep the diagnosis of cancer a
secret. This is a complete reversal of
the attitude revealed in a similar
survey 18 years ago.
In the questionnaire, 97 per cent
of the doctors who responded indicated a preference for telling a
patient with cancer what the
diagnosis was. Most said they rarely
made exceptions to the practice. In
1961, when the same questionnaire
Was used, 90 per cent of the
responding physicians indicated a
preference for not telling cancer
patients what the diagnosis was.
The Rochester researchers, led
by Dr. Dennis Novack, attributed
the change to such factors as the
notable improvements in cancer
treatment, the consumer movement,
increased public scrutiny of the
medical profession and the role of
research in the care of cancer
patients. The doctors said,
"Perhaps more patients are being
told because more need to know."

This change in attitude on the
part of the doctors is welcome news
to many people. It not only gives a
patient the information he or she
ought to know, but it also takes a
severe burden off relatives and even
ministers who have many times
played the game of pretending a
patient has nothing to worry
about...there is only a small
physical problem...and everything's
going to be all right. Most people
tend to follow a doctor's advice on
such matters, because the doctor is
in charge, and one should not argue
with the doctor.
So what has been happening in
the past is that relatives, ministers,
including hospital chaplains have, in
effect, told little lies, or acted out
lies. This has been a moral, ethical
and spiritual problem, especially for
the conscientious Christian who has
opposed the theory that the ends
justify the means. It doesn't help
very much to rationalize, or at lcasi
appear to rationalize.
The subject of doctors telling

patients they have cancer is a part of
the
general
subject
of
truth...whether to tell the whole
truth...whether it is as wrong to
mislead someone as it is to tell an
outright lie. This kind of problem is
faced
by people in many
professions. When Bill Moyers was
press secretary to President Lyndon
B. Johnson, he had a policy which
he would repeat in a half-joking
way: "Always tell the truth. But if
your can't tell the truth, don't lie."
When foreign policy and
national security matters were
involved, one could understand the
Moyers motto. For years, government spokesmen have wrestled with
the questionos whether to tell the

l

An Easy Mark'

never used the money for the creative
ideas they described. They used it for
themselves."
Those who left their real names and
addresses, including several people
operating their own businesses who
took $1,000 loans, have told the priest
when he tried to collect, "Get off my
back . . . go to hell. . . maybe, 111 pay
you back . . ." Father Nadolny said the
five people who have returned their
loans borrowed a total of $1,200 and
returned $2,200. Among them was a
man who borrowed $1 to organize a
dance and returned $300.

I

the first time this year. The ACE
leaders claim that a church using their
program can begin a school,
kindergarten through high school, with
50 students for a minimum of $6,000.
ACE has employed curriculum
writers, artists and personnel management specialists to develop a program
for Christian day schools that they feel
is second to none in the world today.
The program started nine years ago
with eight students.
Today, ACE ships materials to 40
countries around the world and has
2,800 schools using their material.
Their 250 personnel work 16 hours per
day, six days a week. ACE is a rapidly
growing business. Over 3,000 products
can be ordered and this school year, 16
million PACES were published.
A PACE is a booklet that students
work through at their own speed and
according to their own motivation.
PACE stands for "Packet of Accelerated Christian Education."
Each student must complete the
prescribed number of PACES before he
can advance to a higher grade level.
Much emphasis is placed on the student
and his own goal setting with a system
of rewards thoroughly understood between the supervisor (teacher) and the
student.
ACE is planning on an additional
1,000 schools to use their materials this
coming school year. The only thing that
will keep them from reaching their goal
is the tremendous amount of publicity
being given to court cases against
Christian day schools.
With one new Christian day school
being started on the average of every
seven hours, ACE is predicting that
two-thirds of these will use their
material. This year there will be 3,000
high school graduates from ACE
schools. Eighteen hundred of these are
candidates for Christian colleges.

Doctors Tell Truth To Cancer Patients
whole truth. One way to get around
the problem is to say "no comment," but in too many cases that
implies the truth of the matter. It's a
very short step, then, to the use of
tricky languagae that will mislead,
or even to justify a lie in the interest
of national security.
Unfortunately, when a wife or
husband, or a close relative asks
you, "Do I have cancer?" you can't
answer with a "no comment." You
are looked to as the one person in
the world who will tell the truth.
When a doctor has advised notJLo
tell the truth, the moral dilemna is
all too clear.

of the cancer patient. But the
change of attitude has had a
beneficial side effect: taking the
friend of the patient off the hook
from a moral standpoint. In most
cases there is no longer the need to
play games that are troubling to the
conscience. Telling the truth can be
painful, but it is also liberating.

By the year 1983 if present projections hold out, there will be 16,000
graduates from ACE schools with
10,000 of these as prospects for Christian colleges. At the present time the
average size of an ACE school is 70
students with the schools ranging in
enrollment from seven to 800 students.
The ACE curriculum is patriotic in
content. It stresses love for God, country, church and the home. The staff is
constantly open to criticisms that are
constructive and continually seeking
for ways to improve their program.
A pastor of a church that feels led to
start a Christian day school using the
ACE material must attend the
workshop. A pastor who accepts a call
to a church that has a Christian day
school using the ACE program must attend the workshop in order for the
church to be able to continue receiving
the material.

Those professors from Liberty Baptist Schools attending the workshop as
guests of the ACE organization were
Dr. Nevin S. Alwine, Mrs. Wilma
Barlow, Dr. Darvin E. Barnes, Dr. Lila
D. Bruckner, Mrs. Carolyn Diemer,
John Donaldson, Alvin E. Hickey, John
J. Pantana, Dr. Garth E. Runion, Dr.
Frank J. Schmitt, Mrs. Ellen M. Soden,
Dr. Maurice L. Stone and Dr. Don A.
Wood.

FOR RENT
Recently
remodeled,
two
bedroom mobile home on
private lot in Timberlake
area. Rent $185 plus security
deposit. Available May 8.

Call 237-4216

The VBS Program that
Gives You More in 1979
alo^God^ -

• More evangelism • More Bible content • More
easy-to-follow teacher helps • More music to enjoy
• More crafts, activities, and theme-related games •
More cost-savings on VBS in 1979
Introductory Kite for FREE 30-day examination an available NOW
... visit your Christian Bookstore TODAYI

Christian Book Shop
19-A Wadsworth St.
Lynchburg, VA 24501
At Pittman Plaza Entrance
Phone 845-9056

Lamar Keener, Director of Student Activities at Liberty Baptist College,
is shown here with his wife, Terry and daughter, KaraLee at Long
Meadows Subdivison, where he has recently become a homeowner.

The primary concern of the
doctors, no doubt, has been the
well-being, or at least state of mind,

FOUNDERS OF
SUNDAY SCHOOL
A Sunday School attendance campaign that will
recognize its 200th birthday. Ready for the fall of
1979 that begins the year of the Sunday School. The
Founders of Sunday School campaign is tied to five
great Sunday School heroes. When the entire church
world is talking about the 200th birthday of Sunday
School, use a campaign that will build attendance.
Brought to you by the people that originated the 12
Disciples Campaign which was used by 14,000 churches and attracted over one million visitors.
Write or phone for introduction material:
Sunday School Outreach
500 Shawnee
Sophia, N.C. 27350
919-498-2471

LOOKIN' FOR FUN?

Why did Lamar choose Long Meadows? We'll let him tell you...
"Terry and I once thought that it would be impossible for us to buy a house for a long time; until we
learned that we were eligible for a VHDA loan and could buy a brand new house through FordGarbee for only about $1,500 down and an interest rate of QV* %. In buying a brand new house, we
had the chance to choose many colors and styles for the house. The house has above average insulation, naturalsas heat, 2 full baths, and three bedrooms. We are convinced that this is the way to
go.. .why not join us in Long Meadows? You'll have a lot of nice neighbors."

Try TINY TOWN GOLF
Opening For Season — April 14

• 18 holes of
Putt Putt
Golf

Why not call Lamar (804) 237-5961 and let him give you all of the details?
FORD-GARBEE & CO., INC.
REALTORS
528-4040
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leff Sapp 'Converted' From Would-Be Vet To Missionary
By WANDA WATSON
loaiHl-Ctoapfc" * « • • WriMr

As a freshman studying to be a
veternarian at Potomac State College in
Keyser, West Va„ Jeff Sapp thought his
future was mapped out. He was saved
and attending a good, fundamental
church. Everything was moving along
smoothly.
That is until Liberty Baptist
College's SMITE (Student Missionary

Intern Training for Evangelism) team
came to Jeffs church. Listening to
Roscoe Brewer recount stories of the
needs of the world's people, both
spiritually and physically, opened Jeffs
eyes to missions and soul-winning.
Jeff purchased SMITE's album "GO
TELL" and listened to it almost every
day over the next couple of months.
The words of the songs followed him
everywhere. . ."Let me see this world

through your eyes, dear Lord." Jeff
knew he wasn't seeing the world as
Jesus sees it but the "want to" burned
deep in his soul.
One night several weeks later, in
October, 1976, Jeff got out of bed and
knelt down beside his bed. He poured
his heart out to Ood.
"Lord, maybe you don't understand.
I'm going to be a veternarian.
Everybody will think that I'm mixed up

"NOT ME,
I DON'T NEED IT!"

LBC* Jell Sapp Accepts A Mission Call
if I want to change schools and my
major now."
But the Lord did understand. Jeff
saw that the souls of men were more
important than all the animals in the
entire world.
Jeff was afraid to surrender his life
to missions. He had the mistaken
notion that missions meant cannibalistic natives chasing him through
the jungles, an ugly wife, naked
children and small huts with dirt floors.
He saw only the outward signs but p o d

NO ONE WANTS TO ADMIT IT
Do you know of anyone who needs a laxative? In all of my 87
years I have never met a person who was quick to admit to using
a laxative. To hear people talk, constipation does not exist and
no one buys laxatives. Yet, laxatives continue to be a multimillion dollar business annually. People say, I don't need one
but my husband does or my wife does. The truth is most of us
Americans occasionally use laxatives because of our life style.
And, most of us believe that regularity is essential to good
health.

BUT, YOU ARE SURE TO TALK ABOUT THIS
During my early years as a Colon Therapist, I looked and looked
for a laxative that we could use with and recommend to our patients. Finally we discovered one that we could depend on. We
were thrilled with the wonderful results. Let me tell you more
about this amazing product. It's called Figgetts. You too will be
pleased with Figgetts and will tell your friends.

WELL KNOWN FORMULA

MADE WITH REAL FRUIT

You may recognize the list of ingredients when you see the
package; in fact, you or your
mother or grandmother may have
made this old recipe at home.
Many folks have told us so all over
America. It is believed that the formula originated with a Midwestern
physician years ago. When we
tried it in our clinic and found out
how pleased the patients were, we
knew that Figgetts must be
available to everyone.

It is by no accident that figs and
raisins were chosen for this product. Why figs and raisins? Figs
and raisins taste good and provide
excellent bulk that is so necessary
today. All of the other ingredients
in Figgetts were carefully chosen
also so as to make the formula effective, but yet natural. No more
will you have to tolerate harsh, bad
tasting pills, powders, and liquids.
You will actually enjoy the good
taste and pleasant results of this
fig and raisin nugget.

David S. Carlson, RMT, CT
At B7 years, D. S. Carlson is still very active. He Is a past president of both the
California Massage Therapy Association
and the American Massage and Therapy
Association. As a Registered Massage
Therapist and a Colon Therapist, he has
spent over 30 years in massage and colon therapy.
Travelers, expectant mothers, and
children are perfectly at ease about taking Figgetts. They can use them without
the usual discomfort accompanying a
laxative. Packaged in airtight foil inner
packets, these fruit nuggets are ideal for
travel and to keep on hand in pocket or
handbag.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
We are convinced that you will be
satisfied with Figgetts and will order
again. But if for any reason you are not
satisfied, you may simply return the
unused portion for full refund.
Because of our reliance upon United
Parcel Service and Parcel Post, we cannot tell you how many days it will take to
deliver, but normally we will ship ail
orders on the day that we receive them.

Order Figgetts from:
I South Atlantic Packing Co.
of three great values. Depending on your I
Box 4929 - 910 Cashua Dr.
usage of laxatives you may order: a 3Vfe I
Florence, S. C. 29502
I
I

Available Also in Many Local Health Food Stores

I Name

In the fall of 1977, Jeff Sapp
transferred to Liberty Baptist College
as a missions major. He became
acquainted with many students who
sang on the SMITE teams. In
November Jeff was able to go to New
Orleans with a group of LBC students,
to work on the mercy ship "Hallelujah"
which was being reconstructed and

ELIZABETH NESBIT
384-2663
EVELYN LOWE
237-2092

SAFE AND EFFECTIVE

TAKE YOUR PICK . . .

ounce package containing eight normal
doses for only $2.49; a 7 ounce package
containing sixteen normal doses for $4.29; or a bulk pack
containing 36 normal doses for only $7.49. All sizes come
postpaid anywhere in the USA. Order today.

taught him to look on the hearts of
men. Jeff discovered that there is joy in
serving the Lord.

.

owl
f \ (UUt

.7 oz. Boxes
@ $4.29 ea.

Reofty, 9KC.

.Bulk Packs
@ $7.49 ea.

..

I Address.

City

SMCM

_3'/2 oz. Boxes
@ $2.49 ea.

REALTOR*'
. State.

8 4 2 0 - A Timberlake Road
Lynchburg, VA 2 4 5 0 2
(804)239-6918

.Zip.

loaded to take food and supplies to the
fleeting desperate refugees on the
South China Sea.
At Christmas, Jeff travelled with
SMITE and several LBC students to
Haiti on an exposure campaign. For 12
days, the students helped missionary
Wallace Turabull build a camp dormitory and aided in building a school as
well as giving out the gospel to the
Haitians.
In March 1978, Jeff went to Haiti
again with other LBC'ers to help LBC
graduate, Antoine Alexis build a
Christian vocational school.
As Jeff travelled with the SMITE
teams and witnessed other cultures,
missions became bis "heartbeat." He
prayed that the Lord would open doors
for him to become a member of SMITE
and he claimed I Peter 5:6 as his verse:
"Humble yourselves therefore under
the mighty hand of God, that he may
exalt you in due time." It was easier and
easier to humble himself as the needs of
the world lay heavy on his heart and he
could see the reality of those physically
and spiritually dying.
In due time, the spring of 1978, Jeff
Sapp became a bass singer on the Latin
American Smite Team. He's been
travelling to places such as Mexico and
Costa Rico. This summer the team
plans to travel throughout South
America. The team learns each song in
Spanish so that they can better minister
to their Spanish-speaking friends in the
"uttermost parts of the world."
Being a "short-term missionary"
while a fulltime college student has its
hardships. The team members must
take their own financial support,
usually $250 per month and even with
their extensive travel, the young people
must keep up with their school work.
The students pay the price of tatal
committment because they have a
burden for lost people. They are
learning discipline and seeking to adapt
to other personalities as well as to
different cultures. They have made
friends all over the world and have seen
hundreds of people come to the
realization that "Jesus is still the answer."
Over two years have gone by since
God used the SMITE team to convey
the need for missions and evangelism to
the young man, Jeff Sapp but Jeff has
not forgotten the impact of that
knowledge.
The words to the song continue to
be alive in Jeff: "If I could see this
world through your eyes, dear Lord,
surely I would serve you more faithfully."
That is exactly what Jeff Sapp,
through the LBC SMITE ministry is
doing. He is learning to serve the
Saviour more faithfully.

THIS CASSETTE/'NJAPE RECORDING WILL HELP YOU TO

put Jesus First
in your neighborhood!
#

... when you join us in sharing God s word with others.
You can do this right in your own home, among
your friends, your colleagues, your
neighbors. These are people God has
uniquely placed in your life—people
I may never reach without your help,
because many of them don't watch
Christian TV or listen to gospel radio.
Once a week, I'll provide the Bible
study on tape. You simply push the
button on your player and listen along
with everybody else. "But, Jerry" you
might say. "I'm not a speaker. 1 cant
preach, lead a class, or pray in public."
You don't have to. All you do is invite
the people and I'll do the rest.

America's Weekly Bible Class
inn

imiiiimwswttim

WHAT THE BIBLE TELLS US ABOUT THESE AND HUNDREDS OF
OTHER SUBJECTS WILL BE COVERED IN OUR WEEKLY CUSSES:
What it meant to be born again.

What the Bible says about Heaven.

Is the Bible the true word of God?

What Jesus teaches us about giving.

What i t meant by the rapture?

Do Angels really exist?

Can Christians sin in God's eyes?

Should we believe in miracles?

Why does God allow evil to exist?

What happens to our souls when we die?

How to overcome temptation.

Are all human being born sinful?

Did Jesus claim to be God?

Can saved persons ever be lost?

THE OLD TIME GOSPEL... it's yours to share
today—right where you live. There's high excitement
in Lynchburg, because we feel this could be one of our
nation's most effective outreaches -and perhaps the
greatest ministry opportunity of your lifetime.
Join with me as host of America's Weekly Bible
Class. And together let's share God's word with those
around us -all across America) We'll be glad to send
you more information, with no obligation.
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C L I P AND RETURN
TO: A M E R I C A ' S W E E K L Y B I B L E CLASS
Dept. A., Lynchburg, VA 24514
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_ _
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Women's Retreat At Eagle Eyrie Encourages Wives, Mothers
By WANDA WATSON
i M M H t a f b i Stall Wriur

"A Woman For All Seasons" was the
theme of the 5th annual Christian
Woman's Retreat, directed by Mrs.
Celeste Wemp, which was held
Saturday, April 7, at the Eagle Eyrie
Assembly Grounds.
The morning session beRan as the

350 ladies listened to special music
from LBC graduate Miss Colleen
Pormby and Miss Christy Clayton, an
LBC student and former LBC Chorale
member. Mrs. Beverly Lowry,
homemaker and vocalist, gave a special
testimony. Mrs. Celeste Wemp
presented a message on Abigail, taken
from I Samuel 25.

The ladies chose two lectures to
attend — one in the morning and one in
the afternoon. Mrs. Sarah Alwine,
retreat song leader, music teacher at
Timblerlake Christian School and wife
of LBS professor, Nevin Alwine taught
a group on the Season of Effective
Prayer; Mrs. Sue Willmington, OTGH
deaf interpreter and wife of Harold

Willmington, dean of TRBI led a group
on the Season of Motherhood; Dr. Lila
Bruckner, LBC education professor,
former missionary and wife of LBC
missions professor, Lee Bruckner,
taught on the Season of Time
Management; The Season of Marriage
was conducted by Mrs. Carmen McNabb, wife of LBS professor and

LCA STUDENTS HONORED AT BANQUET
BylOHNPYLE
Joinul^kampton S i l l ! Writtr

If you were to appear at the entrance of the Hotel Roanoke this past
April 12, you would have had a grand
impression on your mind. For on that
night at 6 p.m. over 200 well-dressed
students and faculty of Lynchburg
Christian Academy were honored at the
annual Junior-Senior Banquet.
This event, the epitome of the LCA
social calendar, has escalated over the
years to the grandeur and prestige of
the main ballroom, at the Hotel
Roanoke.
The banquet is hosted by the Junior
Class in honor of graduating seniors.
The juniors raised in excess of
$2,500, culminating in a year-and-ahalf of hard work. The staff of Hotel
Roanoke catered the meal while the
program was the result of the organization of Jeanie King and the Junior Class
officers, Carolyn Matenick, Joe
Geneco and Kim Banton.
The theme select was "Always and
Forever," the colors red and gold. The
program began with pictures in front of
an exquisite parlor setting.

Master of Ceremonies David Temple started the show immediately after
the meal by introducing Michelle Worthington. Michelle provided musical
entertainment much to the delight of all
in attendance. The wills and fantasies
of the departing seniors were read by
Doug McHaney, John Meade and
David Temple. Orations were accompanied by a slide presentation, produced by the photography of Kevin
Trent.

Creator in the days of thy youth." All
present were honored by the presence
of Dr. and Mrs. Falwell on their 21st
wedding anniversary. Rev. R.C.
Worley, Mr. Frasure and LCA
Academy principals, Olen Schultz and
James Williams and their wives.

The program was concluded by the
announcement of Mr. and Miss Senior
for 1979: Mark Richard and Hannah
Neighbors.
Complimentary favors given by the
juniors included scrolls and glasses,
showing the theme, date and place.

counselor, Harold McNabb and Mrs. "Parade of Pious Personalities" where
Marilee Horton, outstanding Bible the ladies were introduced to such
teacher, women's speaker, author and characters as Sally Spiritual, Harriet
wife of OTGH stewardship Hurry, Joyce Judgement, Gertrude
representative gave her personal Grudge, Winnie Witness, Mary
testimony and shared concepts on the Martyr, Dori Deprocate and Debbie
topic "Happiness Is A Choice."
Depressed.
After a delicious lunch, the ladies
The discussion groups were held
enjoyed a musical presentation from again for and hour and a half followed
Colleen Pormby, Christy Clayton and by supper and then the evening session.
Beverly Lowry. Mrs. Donna Hindson, Marilee Horton's message was on
TRBC organist, music teacher and wife "Esther — A Woman Beautiful Within
of LBC professor and counselor, Ed and Without".
Hindson, was the retreat organist. Mrs.
The highlight of the day was
Lorna Dobson, music teacher and wife 'Testimony Time" as several ladies
of LBC's dean of student, Eddie shared God's blessings, answers to
Dobson, was retreat pianist. Miss Bev prayer and what this year's retreat has
Buffington, LCA teacher, girl's coach taught them. The ladies portrayed an
and musician played several trumpet eagerness to put into practice what God
solos throughout the retreat.
had laid upon their hearts during the
Mrs. Horton presented a message, retreat.

A Personal Message From Dr. Jerry Falwell

The main speaker by far received a
most enthusiastic welcome as former
teacher John Frasure was introduced.

From the desk of

Frasure, flown in by the Junior Class
from Florida, started his message by
bluntly informing the juniors that he
would have loved to have brought his
wife, only the juniors didn't buy her a
ticket. Amidst the laughing, his point
emerged quite clear; now is the time to
make a commitment in your life.

OR.
JERRY
FALWELL

His text was "Remember thy

March 1 9 , 1979

Fred's Radio & TV
SERVICING
RADIOS • TVs • STEREOS
PHONOS • TAPE PLAYERS
MASTER TECHNICIAN
USC #7087

Dear Pastors:

1CRICKETTHILL
MADISON HEIGHTS. VA
528-5609

We are going to Washington!!! And I want you to join me in letting our nation's
capitol know that there are fundamentalists who will stand up and be counted.

SERMON OUTLINE SERVICE

Edited by T. R. M o o r e , Jr.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The issue is religious freedom. We are crusading against abortion-on-demand,
pornography and sex and violence on television, and government intervention.

Tools lor
Preachers

SERMONS ON GREAT SUBJECTS
SERMONS FOR SOUL-WINNING
SERMONS FOR SPECIAL DAYS
SERMONS FOR SUNDAY NIGHTS
SERMON SERIES
SERMONS FOR WEDNESDAY NIGHTS
SERMONS FOR REVIVALS
SERMONS ON BOOKS OF THE BIBLE
SERMONS ON PROPHECY
12 SERMONS PER MONTH
LOOSE-LEAF FORM (51/4 X 8 in.)

These sermons are the work of years of studying, praying, weeping, preaching, and
lighting the good light of the Faith. They are designed to supply the fundamentalists
with tools and aids for Powerful Preaching to win the lost and to Build Great
Christian soldiers.
AN EXCELLENT GIFT! For Preachers, Pastors, Evangelists, Missionaries, Bible
Teachers, College and Seminary Students.

ORDER

T O D A Y ! O N L Y $ 1 2 . 0 0 per year,.

CANADA/FOREIGN orders: Prepaid U.S. currency; add $3.00 for postage and handling.

THE B O O K M I N I S T R Y , BOX 2 0 2 , BRI S T O L . V A .

24201

NOW

THANK YOU FOR YOUR ORDER!

Ship to .

N.CAU Pltim ClEAHlv

City.

AWANA
CLUBS
bring Christ to
boys and g i r l s
t

But I am especially concerned about the IRS attempt to legislate regulations that
will control Christian schools. If they do it, they will destroy the Christian
school movement. Fundamental pastors are unalterably opposed to intrusion by
bureaucracies into our religious freedom.
I think it is terrible that the government uses our tax money for abortions —
they kill babies and we pay for it. The government uses pornography for text
books in sex education courses. And television is getting more corrupt. Ten
years ago we would have been embarrassed to show a homosexual on T.V., now they
appear on situation comedy programs and people laugh at them.
Join me at 11:00, April 27, 1979, on the west Capitol steps. There will be
several congressmen and senators making appearances. The students who originally
put on "I Love America" will present the music.
I want you to rally your people. Bring several bus loads of people. You need to
be there standing on the platform.
Bring your Christian school pupils. We are dismissing our schools in Lynchburg
and will have over 2,000 students at the rally. I'm going to read a Roll-Call of
Christian Schools that support righteousness. I want your pupils to cheer when
I read their name.
Please fill out the attached card immediately so we can plan on your attendance
at this "I Love America" rally.

Sijicerely yours in Christ,
Jeifry F a ^ e l l

Centered in the Gospel of the Grace of God
The Bible-believing churches' most evangelistic
outreach
Provides entrance into unsaved homes

»

Most effective outreach to build the Sunday School
Geared to assist the local churches' ministry
^

Six separate programs for grades kindergarten
through high school

(Reserved Seats For Pastors Only.)

Join Us In Washington For
The "I Love America"
Rally

SEND FOR FREE INQUIRY PACKET

Please reserve a seat for me at the "/ Love America " rally on the Capitol steps.
Name

Church

Address

City

,

Phone
.Zip
Please announce the name of my Christian School.

State

School name

,

Church name
ADDRESS OF CHURCH
IJ PLEASE SEND ME THE
AWANA YOUTH ASSOCIATION
International Headquarters
3215 Algonquin Road
Rolling Meadows, Illinois 60008

Address

Please Fill Out The
Attached Card and Mail It
TODAY!

State

-City

_

Zip

Phone

Approximate Attendance
MaU To: Elmer Towns, Thomas Road Baptist Church
Lynchburg, Virginia 24514
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INTERNATIONAL REPORT

"LIFE Uganda's New Day Gets Big
Boost From Christian Leaders

It could be
the greatest
week of your life!
Word of Life has it a l l . . . the TOTAL VACATION for every
member of your family! If you don't know about us, you
should! Join the thousands who come back year-in and
year-out to what has grown to become the finest all-family
Christian camping experience in America today! WORD OF
LIFE is made up of 5 separate camping facilities on nearly
500 acres from the luxurious Inn for adults to an exciting
Island, Ranch, Ranger and Trailer Camp . . . all with
appropriate programs involving the most dynamic Christian
leaders of our day!! Find out more . . . use the coupon on
this page for our big full-color camp brochure.

5 Camps.. .a total
vacation for all ages
I

Word of Life Inn . . . 'specially for
adults and little ones to age 5.

Luxurious accommodations,
gourmet meals, inspiring daily I
programs, beautiful fellowship |
all in a setting on the shores of
Schroon Lake. Choose from
weekly programs beginning June
30. The ideal place for mom and
dad while your older children are
in the other nearby camps.

I

of Life Ranch . . . for two age
4 Word
groups . . . 6-8 and 9-11 year olds.
What a place for "first time away
from home." The Ranch (with
horses and cowboys) offers camping at its finest for our youngest
groups. Supervised swimming and
sports programs. Time goes fast
... crammed with activities young
ones will never forget... and all in
a loving Christian environment.

I
'" i>

•

•NSi
/

Word of Life Island . . . very special
2 for
High School/College Youth.

Trailer Park
5 Travel
"Camping with a Christian Emphasis."

Our 90-acre Island is where life
begins for hundreds of young
people ages 14 to 30. All types of
summer sports. Trained counselors and leading Christian
teachers put it all together. It's
the best of food, fun and fellowship you could ever imagine!

Park your trailer, tenting set-up or rent
a housekeeping cottage among 90
acres of tall pines and only steps from
tennis courts, a ball field, heated pool,
and all necessary back-up conveniences. And the same great WORD OF
LIFE weekly program is brought to you
in the assembly hall.

i

By CAL THOMAS
IntamatJonal Media Service

a i
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of Life Ranger Camp
3 Word
the exciting place for Jr. High Ages 12-14.

The story of the fall of Ugandan dictator Idi Amin cannot be fully told
without revealing the role played by
Evangelical Christians in the process
that has led to the dawning of a new day
in the African nation.
Exiled Ugandan Bishop Festo
Kivengere played a major part in
building bridges betweenrivalUgandan
political factions so that a united front
could be presented to TanzanTan President Julius Nyerere. Without that unity,
Nyerere would never have committed
his forces to the first invasion of one
African country by another since colonial times.
In the United States, Oregon
Republican Sen. Mark Hatfield and
Congressman Don Bonker of
Washington, both evangelicals, were
instrumental in helping to push through
coffee boycott legislation that undercut
Amin's economy and removed the
financial base Amin used to keep his
military happy while he presided over
the murders of hundreds of thousands
of his countrymen, most of them Christians.
Ugandan exile leader Yusufu Lule,
who announced the formation of a new
Ugandan government, is reported to be
a Christian by those who know him.
Bishop Kivengere has said he believes
the church will emerge triumphant with
a stronger spirit, dedicated to serving
Christ throughout Africa following the
eight years of terrorist rule by Amin.

WORD OF LIFE CAMPS

There's never a dull moment for
this age group! Horses, sailing,
swimming, competitive sports,
crafts and studies. A wellrounded week-long program
under the finest of supervision.
This is the place where lasting
friendships are made!

• • •

Schroon Lake, NY 12870

Write me today for our 16-page full color brochure along with
registration form.

The Baptist General Convention of
Texas was among the groups assisting
in disaster relief in Wichita Falls,
Texas, where a series of tornadoes killed more than 50 people and destroyed
hundreds of homes and churches.
Preliminary damage estimates were
$300 million, but they were expected to
go higher. Among the services provid-

Name
Address
City

State .

Zip.

• 9 complete and different jam-packed weeks.
Jack Wyrtten
• Hear today's finest Christian Leaders, Athletes
and Musicians in daily sessions.
Come for one or more weeks.
Famous Word of Life musicals.
JUNE 30 to LABOR DAY
-IC100

Testimony of a former Mason
now in Christian service on
C-90 Cassette . . . $3.50

SWIMMING...BOATING...TENNIS...SIGHTSEEING...FUN and FELLOWSHIP
SPIRITUAL ENRICHMENT...CONCERTS...DELICIOUS MEALS

Jim Shaw, Evangelist
Box 884, Silver Springs, Fla. 32688
•
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KING'S

(Meat or Beat)
(With This Coupon)

W MfTtOrOUTM
ITNCMIUH AIIA

4 / . t / 7 t - 4/11/Tt
LpioMNirj K M KINOS

• • •

The man selected by President
Carter to take over and clean up the
General Services Administration is Admiral Rowland Freeman, who now
heads the Defense Systems Management College at Ft. Belvoir, Va.
Freeman has been leading prayer
breakfasts at Ft. Belvoir and he says he
plans to do the same thing at GSA for
all employees who wish to attend.
Freeman and his wife sing in their
church choir and at his previous command, Freeman banned liquor at lunch
time as unnecessary.

baola zamo,

Wm. F. Sheehan
Attorney-At-Law
Call 237-2658
For Appointment

C o u p o n good 4 / 1 5 / 7 * — 4 / 2 1 / 7 9

•

Anihenl

In all l y r . hhurg • • • •

C o u p o n 0OO4 « 2 2 / 7 9 — 4/2*799
hi a * Lfnohtourg a r M K I N Q t

50* off purchase of
3 lb. or more
G R O U N D BEEF
(with this coupon)
9/1/71

In any Lyncrtl»ur| •*•*> K I N O t

50* off Purchase of any
Pkg. of Delmonlco Steak
and this coupon
9/11/79
KINOt

$1.00 off purchase of
any 3 lb. CANNED HAM
(with this coupon)
Coupon good l/D/Tt - S/19'7*
In any t v n c n b u r a • » * •

«•*««•

25* off purchase of any
10 lb. bag POTATOES
with this coupon
C o u p * ! . QOOd 4 / 2 2 / 7 9 In any Lynchburg a r t a

4/29/79
KINGS

Just one mile from
*
*
*
*

LBC and TRBC

Air Conditioned
S w i m m i n g Pools
Color T V
Telephones

9 0 Units
In the City of Lynchburg
O n Route 2 9 Bus. South
FOR R E S E R V A T I O N S

(604)239-2611

4/21 /9
KINGS

SNOWDRIFT Shortening
3 l b . can — .99C
(limit 1 w i t h $5.00 purchase
and thlt c o u p o n )
C o u p o n good 4 / 2 2 / 7 9 In any Lynchburg a r < i

KINQS HOT D O G or
HAMBURGER BUNs

(with this coupon)

(limit 4 with 15.00 purchase & lint coupon)

C o u p o n good « / » / ' * 5*79
I n any Lynchburg araa K I N G S

50* off purchase of any
' M O T H E R S DAY"
Corsage
or P o t t e d
Flower with this coupon
C o u p o n g o o d 9/9-79 In any L y n c h b u r g araa

» U'7»

a celebration

8's — 4/99*

of eternal life
of enbiess peace anb joy

Coupon good 4 tt It ~ 5 5 7»
In any Lynchburg •>•• KINGS

2ftay ttjerj all be yours because

DUNCAN HINES
Cake Mix lev, OZ. box 49C
(Limit 2 with $5.00 purchase
and thlt coupon)
C o u p o n good i « It In any Lynchburg araa

JHe 'JCtViea

i/12/7fc
KINGS

KINO*

25* off purchase of
2 stalks Crisp Fresh
CELERY

©lie ^eBurrectiotu.J

4/29 79
KINGS

25* off purchase of
2 lbs. or more
RED RIPE TOMATOES

(with thlt coupon)

Coupon good I I I r t
5 19 79
In »«y Lynahanw, ,,,.„ a -.f, .

KINGS BREAD
22 oz. leaf 4/99C
(limit 4 with $5.00 purchase
and this c o u p o n )
L o u p i n go >i 5 13 79
Ii i
, . it" •
ill

5 19

)

i
i'

AltaVista

(with this coupon)

I n any Lynchburg araa

COCA COLA
8/16 oz. bottles
.79C r'us deposit
(limit 2 ctns. with
$5.00 purchase
and this coupon)
C o u p o n good 4 , 1 5 / 7 9 -

50$ off Purchase of
1 lb. pkg. RICHFOOD

<

In all Lynchburg . < • • K I N G S

HARVEY'S MOTEL

(with thlt coupon)

C o u p o n good 9 7 t / 7 t -

When British author and
evangelical Malcolm Muggeridge accepted the 1979 Christian Culture
Award from Assumption College in
Windsor, Canada, he had a comment,
as usual, on the contemporary world.
Said Muggeridge, who is 75, "in 50
years of watching world events, I've
come to the conclusion that earth is the
lunatic asylum for the rest of the'
universe."

THERE'S

2 5 * off
Purchase of any
5 lb. Bag
FANCY FLORIDA
PINK or WHITE
GRAPEFRUIT

C o u p o n g o o s «/»9V7t -

• • •

•

• ••••••••

BACON

• • •

The president of the National
Women's Christian Temperance Union
North Carolina Senator Jesse Helms has written the head of the Veterans
got the Senate to approve his prayer Administration protesting a proposal to
amendment which was attached to the spend an additional $1 million to hire I
education bill, but then in an abrupt scientists from outside the agency to
parliamentary about-face, the Senate study alcohol. Mrs. Herman Stanley
removed the amendment from the says the solution to the alcohol proeducation bill and transferred it to blems plaguing some veterans is for
another measure some said doesn't them not to drink at all.
have a "prayer" of passing. Helms says
he will continue to introduce the
amendment in an attempt to attach it to
other measures. Helms' amendment
would prohibit the Supreme Court from
Two executives of the Southern
ruling on cases involving prayer in the Baptist Christian Life Commission have
public schools. Helms said he has never expressed disappointment at the adopheard of a child who was damaged in tion of Biblical passages as part of the
any way by involvement in voluntary code of ethics of the Tennessee State
school prayer. President Carter, asked Senate. Dr. Foy Valentine and Bill
about the Helms amendment at a news Elder said they are not opposed to
conference, said he doesn't think legislators acting on Bible principles in
government should involve itself in the their life and work but they believe
"prayer business."
adopting Bible passages as part of a formal code of ethics raises separation-of'
church and state issues.
., ?

w IINSS
LOCATIONS

Coupon t o * * 4/1S/7* - 4/ai/Tt
In ail Lynchburg area *INO.t

Peking University has begun
religion course discussing the principles
of Buddhism, Islam, Christianity,
Taoism and Lamaism. The New China
News Agency said as a social
phenomenon religion has a certain
amount of influence in the world. It
said it is important that the origins,
development and death of religions be
analyzed from the viewpoint of dialectical materialism and historical
materialism in order to propagate
atheism.

• • •

SWISS MISS
ICE CREAM
Va gal. ctn. — .79C
(limit 2 ctns. with
$5.00 purchase &
this coupon)

5 0 * off
Purchase of 1 lb.
MAYER FRANKS

ed by the Baptist relief group was
church services for congregations
whose buildings were destroyed. This
included income supplements for
pastors and church staff where offerings were interrupted and people to
lead worship services in homes that
were not damaged by the storm. A
spokesman for the BGCT said financial
assistance is needed and persons
wishing to help may send a check to the
Baptist General Convention of Texas,
Baptist Building, Dallas, Texas, earmarked for Wichita Falls storm relief.
All of the money goes to help people
and none for administrative needs, according to a spokesman.
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Joyce Rhoden, Paul Radobenko To Wed

IOYCE

Mr. «nd Mrs. Forrest Rhoden of
T e m Hante, Ind. announce the
engagement ol their daughter, Joyce
Ann, to Panl Radobenko, the ion of, Mr.
and Mn. Wm. Radobenko, of Scottidale, Aril.
The wedding will take place May 12
at 3 p.m. at Quaker Memorial Church on
Fort Ave.
Miss Rhoden Is a graduate of West
Vigo High School In West Terre Haute,
Ind. and also a graduate of Liberty
Baptist College. She Is employed at the
Thomas Road Baptist Church.
Mr. Radobenko b a graduate of
Saguaro High School In Phoenix, Aril.,
and is graduating from Liberty Baptist
College In May. He Is also employed at
TRBC. Dr. Jerry Falwell, Pastor of
Thomas Road Baptist Church, will be
conduction^ the ceremony and also Rev.
Gordon Luff will be giving the charge to
the couple.
Chris Owens, sister of the bride, will
serve as the matron of honor. She is from
Terre Haute, Ind. Miss Mkhele Worthington of Lynchburg will be the maid-

RHODEN,

of-honor. Attendants are Miss Christy
Clayton of Houston, Texas, Colleen
Cnndall of Lynchburg, Va., Christy
Radobenko, sister of the groom from
Scottsdale, Aril., and the flower girl la
Dana Rodabaugh from New Hope, Minn.
Best man is Don lennlngs, from
Lynchburg. Ushers are Dennis Lugar
from Dallas, Tex.; Jerry Butcher from
Doylestown, Ohio, Bob Dunn from
Phoenix, Ariz.; Sam Radobenko, brother
ol the groom, from Scottsdale, Ariz.; and
Roy Glass from Radford, Va. Ring
bearer is Ryan Radobenko from Ontario,
Canada, cousin of the groom.
The reception will be held In the
reception hall at the church.

Christians' Cannot Claim
Israeli Citizenship

JERUSALEM (EP) — The Israeli
Supreme Court has ruled that a
"Hebrew Christian" woman cannot be
considered a Jew under the Law of
Return because she believes that Jesus
PAUL RADOBENKO
was the Messiah.
It ruled in a case brought by Eileen
Dorflinger, 35, of Connecticut, who
was refused Israeli citizenship although
Guards: 6-8 grade girls) won in the state pic games.
she had applied for it under the Law of
championship. The other two clubs
'Team members emerge from the Return on the ground that her
(Chums: 3-5 grade girls; and Pioneers: Olympic experience having learned American parents were Jewish.
6-8 grade boys) finished in second basic values of good sportsmanship and
Under the Israeli Law of Return, a
place.
Jew
is defined as "a person born to a
Christian ethics. They learn how to win
Virginia Awana Olympics is spon- without becoming proud and how to Jewish mother or who has become consored by state Awana missionary Sam lose without becoming bitter. In short, verted to Judaism, and who is not a
Eisenback. He coordinates the 10 they come out of the competition with member of another religion." While
athletic events with precise rules and basic values that will help them deal Ms. Dorflinger said she believed Jesus
regulations. Trained Awana leaders with and understand the ups and downs was the Messiah, she asserted that she
remained a Jew.
from the participating churches assist of everyday Christian life."
by officiating to ensure the competition
is fair and kept on a high level.
At every Olympics a special speaker
The Thomas Road Baptist Church
presents the Gospel message to spec"Singles" have an Italian night planned
tators and team members. A number of for Saturday, April 7. They will meet at
people received Jesus Christ as Saviour 7:30 p.m. at the Ruritan Club in
at the Virginia Olympics this year.
Madison Heights, Va. for an Italian
Besides awards given to the winning meal. The Palermo's from Minnesota
team members and coaches, special will bring the program and special
recognition was also given to certain music.
boys and girls who earned an achieveSaturday, April 21 is the day set
ment trophy for being Thomas Road aside for the Thomas Road Baptist
Awana "Clubber of the Year" in their Church "Good News Club" Rally. Mr.
respective clubs. Those who earned Scot tie Lovelace, director of apthese awards were Linda Hindson, Jean proximately 450 "Good News" children
Barbour, Kathilla Clark, Richard Lane, will present an actual Good News club
Derrick Champion, Joan Dungan, program with the aid of the children's
Joyce Lewis, Joe Smith, and Dennis parents. The rally will begin at 10 a.m.
Dawson.
on Treasure Island.
This was the seventh year for OlymThe Liberty Baptist College Spring
pic participation for the Thomas Road
Awana clubs. There have been winning Banquet was held Friday, April 20, at 7
teams every year and this year's p.m. in the Roanoke Civic Center's
coaches (Charlotte Rees, Wendy Exhibition Hall. The Palermo's provided
Jamerson, Melanie Boeck, Jerry Hooks the special music.
On Saturday night, April 21 at 10
and Gary Hunt) are to be congratulated
p.m. "Cartoons" will be shown in the
for carrying on the winning tradition.
Awana Olympics are exciting and Liberty Baptist College gym for the LBC
can best be summed up by a quote from students. On Saturday, April 28 at 7:30
the Awana "Signal" magazine: "Yelling p.m. in the gym, two films will be shown,
and cheering, roaring crowds and col- "He Leadeth Me" and "Reach For the
orful uniforms, victory and defeat — all Summit."
are part of the excitement at the annual
Awana Olympics. But often unseen in
the midst of this spectacular is perhaps
"ONCE SAVED,
the most worthwhile facet of the Olym-

REALTOR
513 ATLANTA AVENUE
IMMACULATE!...Three
bedroom
brick
ranch...carpeted living room...dining and kitchen
attractively decorated...family room...workshop or
office.. .carport.. .nice lot.. .$40,900.
Margaret Templeton.. .237-2008
' gmgumgngngMHgjgaagjmgmgjgagagmMgjgjignm.-

LOCAL NEWS BRIEFS
LBC Athletes
Honored During
Sports Banquet
Liberty Baptist College athletes
were honored Thursday, April 12 during the annual sports banquet in which
Cincinnati Bengals coach Homer Rice
was the speaker.
LBC football coach Tom Dowling
presented senior awards to Dave
Anderson, Rod Dalton, Rick Linaburg,
Dave Moore and Richard Osborne.
The team awards went to the following:
Greg Mosley, best offensive back;
Rupert Wright, best offensive lineman;
Steve Kearns, best offensive receiver;
Rod Gladfelter, best defensive back;
Ed Landis, best defensive lineman;
John Sanders, big hitter; Dave Anderson, specialty team; Marty Martin,
most improved; Rupert Wright, most
valuable; and David Anderson, CocaCola Golden Helmet.

TRBC Awana
Clubs Olympic
Champions
Thomas Road Awana Clubs participated in the Virginia Awana Olympics again this year.
Sixty-eight boys and girls in the
third to eighth grades competed against
other Virginia churches who also have
Awana clubs.
Two of TRBC's four competing
teams (Pals: 3-5 grade boys; and

•••

The Comfort of Casual Family Living

OLID
TUG

ALWAYS SAFE"

This book hat 4 chapters: "A Child of God Can
Never Be Lost," "A Child of God Should Live
Holy," "Saved People Do Sin," and "What
Happens When a Saved Person Sins?" Send a
dollar bill and receive this book, PLUS 4 others: "When a New World Begins," "Heaven,
Hell and Salvation," "The Blessed Hope of
Christ's Return," and "Do We Live After
Death?" Full-length Bible messages! ALL S
books for only SI.001 Send this ad and * dollar bill with your name and address to:

John

L. Bray Dept JC

P.O. Box 509
Lakeland, Florida 33802

If

All furniture pieces pictured are included.
Reversible cushions are rugged Herculon
on one side and wipe clean vinyl on the other.
A l l wood is 2 ' x 6 solid stock.

$595

ALL SEVEN PIECES
-MONTHLY TERMS IF DESIRED-

Associated
Furniture
OPEN
MONDAY & FRIDAYSales
NIGHTS UNTIL 9

1520 LAKESIDE DRIVE

^LIBERTY BAPTIST SEMINARY^

Use our Super Secretary
at$1.35/hr.*
MOW YOU CAN AFFORD YOUR OWN COMPUTER
PRICED FROM $ 13,500 — includes:
• General Ledger
• Accounts Payable
• Employee Payroll
• Accounts Receivable
• Inventory Control
• Mailing List
Can be expanded from: 32K to 64K, from 2 drives
to 4 drives, time-sharing with four terminals,
remote communications, double density disks,
extended basic language.

Hoi Y
For all students enrolled in 12 or more semester hours in each of
the fall and spring semesters (24 hours minimum) of the
1979-80 school year.

Save 35% to 55% off comparable systems.

Sun & Shield Computer Services
8420-A Timberlake Road
Lynchburg, VA 24502
(804)239-6918
* 12% financed over 5 years

For more information: Come to Seminary For A Day — April 6 — 8 AM - 3:30 PM.
Contact: LBS Admissions, Lynchburg, VA, 24514. Phone (804)846-2781.
\

Join Us For The 1979 Old-Time Gospel Hour Holy Land
Study Tour (November 5-14)
Dr. Jerry Falwell will host the tour ivi^jpecial guest Dr. B.R. Lakin
For more information

contact:

Reu. Don Norman,

Holy

Land

Tour Coordinator,

P.O.

Box

III

I,

Lynchburg,

VA

24514

j?
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MOWTHERE IS A S H I M M OF
CniHCHA FOR THE SUNDAY
SCHOOLS OF MIHELEUMG
SOILWinUWiONDAMENULIST
t,\.
,

Get your FREE copy today.
low-priced and affordable to any church budget
PCP is a new concept in Sunday School litAll you need to do is send in the attached
erature. It is not a series designed to replace form with your choice of any one of the five
direct Bible teaching, but rather a quality
books shown. And well sendyou your free
study guide to help teachers
copy. You'llfindthe matefocus even deeper into God's
TEACHER'S MANUAL rial written by these outWord Fundamental in content,
standing men of God to
it isflexiblein application
be all that weVe said it
JOSHUA
to be. And more.
A N D THE
Drs. Truman Dollar, A.V. Henderson, Jerry Falwell
and Jack Hyles created Fundamentalist Church PubJUDGES
lications to provide Bible believing churches with
Biblically oriented study materials.that can be trusted.

A unique curricula written for Fundamentalist churches by men committed to God's Word as the foundation
for an effective Christian lifestyle.
Essential forgrowing, maturing believers. Thefinalauthority for His
Church today.
Fundamentalist Church
Publications is a direct result of years of in-depth
study and application of
Gods Word in local
churches. Successful, Biblebelieving churches with
effective, soul-winning Sunday school programs.
Lesson material is flexible an<
applicable to all ages.
Preschoolers to adults cover the
same lessons each week. Resenting
an integrated program for each member of the church family Whether yoi
or old.
Just one teacher's book contains more
than enough material for a 13-week perkx
to give the teacherflexibilityfor tailoring lessons to specific needs of the class. Included
are handcraft suggestions for diildrea
Study outlines forteenagers.Three or four
reinforcement aids per lesson (one for each
age group). And in-depth study material for the
adult Bible class.
Through this unified study, and with the depth of
material covered, members of your congregation will'
begin to grow together as one.ln body, mind and spirit
Deepening their spiritual maturity with a better working knowledge of God's Word Becoming an even more
effective witness in the community. Winning lost souls
total church community.

bu«din9

Building Blocks of the Failgrowth of the early Church
A study of the basic, Biblical docremains the model for the Church
trines of Christianity.
Key Chapters of the Bible.
today. For growing together and
tian living are found in the certain chapters of the Bible.

Wilderness Journeys.
What the children of Israel

learned in the desert is applicable
to believers today. God's principles
have not changed.
Joshua and the Judges.
A study of God's faithfulness. To
the children of Israel in the promised land and to Christians today.

The Standard for Bible-Believing Churches Everywhere

I

